
BODY HORROR YOU CAN TASTE Bodies, who needs ʻem? We are

nothing but gross hot skin bags full of blood, pus, and guts, barely held together and constantly

bubbling, slurping, and squirming under the surface.

For those of us who love to be pushed to our limits when it comes to what we watch, here are some movies

brave enough to show us the truth about our disgusting physical shells. #Blessed by Emalie

Stuart Gordon loosely adapts another H.P.
Lovecraft story, and honestly I prefer this disgusting
chew ʻem up and spit ʻem out tale of science gone
wrong to Re-Animator. If youʼre looking for neon
lights, slimy mutated doctors, enlarged, quivering
pineal glands, and promises of pleasure—From
Beyondʼs got you.

This remake of the classic 1958 sci-fi horror tells
the story of a meteorite that crashes to Earth and
unleashes a...well, a blob, that absorbs
everything in its lurching, sticky, melty, bubbling,
and ever-growing path. Turns out Blobʼs a pretty
bad guy—a nasty product of the Cold Warʼs secret
biological weapons. A pervy dude is killed while
trying to feel up his unconscious and Blobʼd up
date, and a handyman is literally pulled into a sink
drain by a viscous tentacle arm, among other
amazing scenes.

Butt face. Watch until
the end for greatest
satisfaction. Kill the
rich.

SOCIETY (dir. Brian Yuzna, 1989)

Philip Brophy deserves a TROPHY for Body Melt,
a movie with a title so on-the-nose that you would
expect it to be not as severely gross as it is.
People in a small town take some free diet
supplements given to them in the mail and then
basically just slowly, painfully, fall apart, decay,
and mutate. Australian horror is so very much
my jam, and I think if youʼre looking for some
sticky, icky, pus-filled garbage (the good kind)
you gotta go down under.

FROM BEYOND (dir. Stuart Gordon, 1986)

THE BLOB (dir. Chuck Russell, 1988)

BODY MELT (dir. Philip Brophy, 1993)

Naked Lunch who? When we talk about
Cronenberg we gotta talk about eXistenZ! Itʼs
1999 and youʼre ready to plug-in to a new
reality. No, not with the Sega Dreamcast, but
through basically your butthole, a bio-port
connected to the end of your spine. Watch Jude
Law and Jennifer Jason Leigh tumble through
space, time, and deeper layers of unknown
reality, all through little fleshy, squishy, oozy,
infected biological USB-ports by their butt.
Sexy? You be the judge, itʼs Cronenberg!

eXistenz (dir. David Cronenberg, 1999)



When I first watched Cabin Fever I was dealing
with a very mysterious allergic reaction that made
my face puff up and get really hot and itchy. My
eyes were swollen and my skin was inflamed and I
looked kind of like when Samantha gets that
messed-up chemical peel in “Sex and the City,”
only worse. Anyway, Iʼm all better and beautiful
now, and this movie is still gross and great. The
scene in this accompanying picture shows one of
our cabin mates shaving her leg—except oops!—
sheʼs shaving her skin off.

CABIN FEVER (dir. Eli Roth, 2002)

Before James Gunn went all Guardians of the
Galaxy on us, he burst like an diseased boil into the
scene with this super fun, super goopy, way bloody,
sci-fi horror movie Slither. Similar to The Blob, an
alien parasite crash-lands from a meteorite into a
small town and infects a resident who gets rashy
and tentacle-y and THEN infects and impregnates a
local woman with his alien babies. This fast-paced
and funny flick is good if youʼre trying to get your
non-body horror aficionado friends into the
subgenre. Just say itʼs the Galaxy guy.

To me, there are few sensations as gross as
pulling one long strand of hair out of your mouth
that somehow wiggled its way halfway down
your throat. Ugh. Sion Sono, famous for making
batshit crazy films, doesnʼt disappoint with this oft
overlooked entry into the body horror genre.
Demonic hair extensions made from murdered
corpses, controlling whoever wears them,
growing out of inflamed wounds, eye sockets,
and mouths. Need I say more?! Watch this with
your hairiest friends.

My most recent entry in this yummy list is 2015ʼs
Bite. During a super fun bachelorette party in
Costa Rica, Casey gets bitten by an insect and
ignores it (never do this, especially while
traveling internationally!). After coming home to
the States, poor Casey starts to mutate,
hallucinate, and transform from human bride-to-
be to pissed off insect-woman who wants to kill
her fiancé. If youʼre in the mood for infected
sores and skin just kind of, like, falling off when
you touch it, donʼt miss this one.

SLITHER (dir. James Gunn, 2006)

EXTE: HAIR EXTENSIONS (dir. Sion
Sono, 2007)

BITE (dir. Chad Archibald, 2015)


